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Sunday, February 26, 2012 151ausing the Goldman formula to relate shear stress with force acting on
a bacterium. The changes in bacterial position caused by changes in fluid
flow are smaller than the changes in length obtained in the AFM experiments,
suggesting bacteria bind to the flow chamber surface through more than one
pilus.
We measure bacterial displacements with sub-micrometric precision by track-
ing their centers, and conclude that these displacements are consistent with the
coiling and uncoiling of pili observed by AFM measurements but not with
bacterial or pili deformation.
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Regulation of motility can enhance bacterial fitness through different strategies.
The type IV pilus motor, that mediates bacterial surface motility, works in dis-
tinct velocity modes. Here, we addressed the question how environmental
inputs control the occupation of the different modes in the human pathogen
Neisseria gonorrhoeae. We found that fluctuating oxygen concentrations
trigger transcription-independent switching between the high velocity mode
(1.5 mm/s) and the low velocity mode (0.5 mm/s) within seconds. In the transi-
tion regime, single pili switched between both modes, indicating bistability.
Oxygen depletion and switching into the low velocity mode correlated with
a significant decrease in proton motive force. The response to oxygen depletion
was not conserved between bacterial species, suggesting that their regulatory
circuits have evolved differently. We hypothesize that phenotypic switching
between fast ‘‘explorers’’ and slow ‘‘power savers’’ in regions of rapid oxygen
consumption may be important for initializing biofilms.
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All living cells employ an array of different mechanisms to help them survive
changes in extracellular osmotic pressure. The difference in the concentration
of chemicals in a bacterium’s cytoplasm and the external environment gener-
ates an osmotic pressure that inflates the cell. It is thought that the bacterium
Escherichia coli uses a number of interconnected systems to adapt to changes
in external pressure. This allows these cells to maintain turgor and live in sur-
roundings that range more than two-hundred-fold in external osmolality. Here,
we use fluorescence imaging to make the first measurements of cell volume
changes over time during hyperosmotick shock and subsequent adaptation
on a single cell level in vivo with a time resolution on the order of seconds.
We directly observe two previously unseen phases of the cytoplasmic water
efflux upon hyperosmotic shock and identify the mechanisms behind them.
Furthermore, we monitor cell volume changes during the post-shock recovery
and observe two different types of response that depend on the shock level,
as well as two different recovery time scales. The initial phase of recovery
is fast, on the order of 20 min, and proceeds even in the absence of the two
potassium transporters TrkA(G/H) and KdpFABC. A protein-synthesis con-
trolled mechanism then causes the cell to switch to a second, slower recovery
phase that lasts on the order of several hours. Interestingly, the occurrence of
this secondary phase requires the presence of both TrkA(G/H) and KdpFABC,
suggesting that it is triggered by coordinated import of potassium using these
two transporters.
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E. coli bacteria have the ability to sense thermal gradients and congregate in
locations with a preferred temperature. Studies of this phenomenon, called ther-
motaxis, have been complicated by the lack of tools to enable the generation of
well-defined thermal gradients and the collection of data on motile E. coli in
these gradients. Here we report a microfluidic experimental system which
allows the collection of data on the migration of bacteria in thermal gradients
at a high throughput. In our microfluidic device, a bacterial suspension slowly
flows through a 10 mm long, 0.5 mm wide microchannel that has a linear tem-
perature gradient across it. It takes ~100 seconds for cells to reach the end of the
microchannel, thus they have sufficient time to sample the temperature gradient
and find their preferred position in the gradient. By analyzing the distribution of
cells across the microchannel near its end, we collect data on the thermotaxis
of >10,000 individual E. coli cells per experiment. The temperature gradientis generated by the continuous circulation of temperature-controlled water
through two large-diameter channels flanking the microchannel. The tempera-
ture gradient is evaluated using a temperature-sensitive fluorescent dye. The
microfluidic chip is made from a single cast of PDMS, making it easy to fab-
ricate and replicate with high fidelity. We have used the experimental system
to perform preliminary experiments on wild type E. coli in a variety of linear
thermal gradients and have observed the congregation of cells centered about
a temperature of 35–37 C.
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Maeda et al. (1976) observed that Escherichia coli sense the direction of a tem-
perature gradient, performing thermotaxis (directional motion in a temperature
gradient) and aggregating at a preferred temperature. The molecular details of
bacterial thermotaxis are still poorly understood. We have developed a micro-
fluidic setup to measure thermotaxis of swimming bacteria in a dilute suspen-
sion at high-throughput. Extensive data on thermotactic migration of a given
bacterial strain in a stable thermal gradient can be collected in less than
30 minutes. The microfluidic device is made of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) and has a 16 mm long, 500 mm wide and 40 mm deep test channel
across which a linear, programmable temperature gradient is formed. A bac-
terial suspension is perfused through the channel at a low speed, such that
individual cells have sufficient time to explore the gradient before they are
imaged near the channel exit. We have developed imaging software to identify
healthy swimming cells and determine their trajectories for taxis analysis.
The spatial distribution of the bacterial trajectories is used as a measure of
their taxis performance, and we show that the taxis performance is correlated
with the steepness of the temperature gradient. Inversion of the thermal
response can be induced by chemical adaptation to aspartate and serine, but ad-
aptation to aspartate or serine only give a very weak inversion or null response,
respectively.
Maeda,K., Imae,Y., Shioi, J.I., Oosawa, F. (1976). J. Bacteriol. 127:1039–1046.
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Bacterial aerotaxis, directional motion of bacteria in gradients of oxygen con-
centration (often called oxygen taxis), was discovered 130 years ago and has
since then been reported in a variety of different bacteria. In spite of numerous
studies, quantitative results an bacterial aerotaxis have always been difficult to
obtain because of the lack of appropriate instrumentation. Here, we built and
characterized an experimental setup consisting of a computer-controlled
3-channel gas mixer and a two-layer microfluidic device, generating stable lin-
ear gradients of oxygen concentration, [O2], across a long test channel, with
[O2] as small as 0.25% (corresponding to microaerobic conditions) in the mid-
dle. The test channel was continuously perfused with a suspension of E. coli
cells and distributions of cells across the channel near its outlet were measured,
with data on aerotaxis of ~105 different cells collected within <1 hour. Exten-
sive series of experiments on aerotaxis of E. coli cells were performed in
linear gradients of [O2] with different slopes and mean concentrations. The
experiments indicated that, in contrast to what was believed before, at [O2]
up to ~13%, E. coli always prefer highest accessible [O2].
We also built and characterized microfluidic bacterial culture devices (chemo-
stats) with the culture chamber depths adjustable between ~2 and <0.5 mm
with a resolution of ~20 nm. By changing the chamber depth, motile bacterial
cells of different species (B. subtilis, E. coli, C. crescentus) were gently immo-
bilized for high-resolution fluorescence imaging and released after the imaging
was completed. The technique also enabled culturing motile C. crescentus
cells in semi-permeable microchambers, thus making it possible to generate
C. crescentus colonies of exceptionally high density and observe the behavior
of cells in these colonies.
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The Lyme disease spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi exists in nature in an enzo-
otic cycle that involves the arthropod vector Ixodes scapularis and mammalian
152a Sunday, February 26, 2012reservoirs. To disseminate within and between these hosts, spirochetes must
migrate through complex, polymeric environments such as the basement mem-
brane of the tick midgut and the dermis of the mammal. To date, most research
on the motility of B. burgdorferi has been done in media that do not resemble
the tissue milieus that B. burgdorferi encounter in vivo. Here we show that the
motility of Borrelia in gelatin matrices in vitro resembles the pathogen’s move-
ments in the chronically infected mouse dermis imaged by intra-vital micros-
copy. More specifically, B. burgdorferi motility in mouse dermis and gelatin
is heterogeneous, with the bacteria transitioning between at least three different
motility states that depend on transient adhesions to the matrix. We also show
that B. burgdorferi is able to penetrate matrices with pore sizes much smaller
than the diameter of the bacterium. We find a complex relationship between
the swimming behavior of B. burgdorferi and the rheological properties of
the gelatin, which cannot be accounted for by recent theoretical predictions
for microorganism swimming in gels. Our results also emphasize the impor-
tance of considering borrelial adhesion as a dynamic rather than a static
process.
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The collective behavior of bacteria plays an important role in the biofilm de-
velopment. It is essential to investigate the dynamics of bacterial colonization
and the interactions between the bacteria and the physical parameters of the
substrate and fluidic biosurfactants as well. Recently, studies on prokaryotic
cell biology have been facilitated with the advancement of quantitative
microscopic imaging techniques. In this study, the fluidic properties of the
biofilms formed in Escherichia coli (E.coli) and Bacillus subtilis (B.subtilis)
colonies were compared by visualizing 200-nm fluorescent beads which were
initially embedded in the agar plate and distributed spontaneously on the
upper surface of the growing colonies. We focus on finding the effect of
the substrate stiffness on their swarming motility and on the hydrodynamics
of the fluidic biofilm by long-term live cell imaging of B.subtilis cells grown
on an agar gel substrate. The viable cell number and motility of the bacteria
in the colony were measured by phase contrast imaging and multiple particle
tracking techniques. It was found that the bacteria in the biofilm have a prop-
erty to switch between the growth and swarming phase. Vortical flow patterns
near the edge of the colony were observed clearly by tracking of the beads
moving in the biofilm of the B.subtilis colony, whereas there was no
movement of the beads in the E.coli colony. Further analysis with a cross-
correlation method revealed the detailed velocity vector field of the thin bio-
film surrounding the B.subtilis cells. The present study should be a first step
to find the effect of the fluidic biofilm on the growth and the swarming
dynamics of bacteria, and to uncover a novel physical factor that regulates
bacterial cell physiology.757-Pos Board B543
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On hard solid media (agar gel), there is often insufficient surface hydration for
bacteria to swim or swarm. Instead, bacteria in the colony are close packed and
spreading occurs through elastic repulsion: individual bacteria push each other
out of the way through the force of their growth. It has long been known that,
under these conditions, colonies grow linearly in dimension rather than expo-
nentially as they do in liquid media of the same composition. We explorethis phenomena using a combination of confocal microscopy experiments to
probe the full three-dimensional structure of the colony during growth, and
numerical simulations of the cellular dynamics. Results indicate that nutrient
limitation is the primary factor leading to linear growth. The complete evolu-
tion of the colony shape with time can be explained by modeling the cells as
a granular fluid with active expansion due to growth.758-Pos Board B544
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Developing predictive models of microbial communities is of current interest
in microbial ecology (1). Escherichia coli cultures constitute good model
system to study in this context. E. coli cultures have been investigated in terms
of metabolism, biochemical reactions, and genetics. However, as opposed to
biochemical dynamics, spatial (physical) dynamics has been less studied, espe-
cially with regard to bacteria-predator relationships. We construct a statistical
analysis method for analysis of E. coli dynamics grown in the presence of
a predator bacterium, Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus. Measurements are peformed
by optical microscopy and tracking, as well as by NMR spectroscopy. Variation
over time with respect to predator bacteria or chemical agents of cell death are
monitored by 31P NMR spectra, population density, and tracking parameters of
E. coli. Phosphorus NMR is used to determine the distribution of phosphates
within cells. Spectra are compared between cells during early, middle, and
late logistic growth, cells killed by chemical agents, e.g. ethanol or sodium
hypochlorite, and cells grown in the presence of the predator. Population
density is measured by light scattering at 600 nm under the various conditions
listed above for NMR. Results could help construct a dynamic model of
bacterial populations. With such a model, ecological processes resulting in
various population fluctuations might be described at a fundamental physical
level and predicted more accurately. [1] McMahon et al. Current Opinion in
Biotechnology 2007, 18, 287.
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Microbes are a major component of living animals, outnumbering the human
cells in humans, for example, by an order of magnitude. The mechanisms by
which resident microbial communities assemble, however, are very poorly
understood, in large part due to the difficulty of imaging microbes inside an-
imals and to the scarcity of tractable model systems. Selective plane illumi-
nation microscopy (SPIM), also known as light sheet fluorescence
microscopy, is a recently developed imaging technique that is able to acquire
high-speed three-dimensional images over long periods of time with high
resolution, a wide field of view, and low levels of phototoxicity. Zebrafish
(Danio rerio) are well-studied model vertebrates that are transparent during
larval life when their intestines are first colonized by bacteria. We can
rear germ-free zebrafish that can then be inoculated with particular bacterial
species expressing fluorescent proteins. Using a home-built SPIM micro-
scope, we have begun to investigate the dynamics of bacterial colonization
of the larval zebrafish intestine. We provide here the first demonstration
that SPIM has the resolution and speed necessary to image individual bacte-
ria as well as larger colonies over periods of several hours. Imaging colonies
allows quantification of changes in the spatial distribution of bacterial pop-
ulations, while imaging individuals makes it possible to explore the motility
of these organisms in more natural settings than conventional culture-based
assays allow.
